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SOME USES OP DYNAMITE ON THE FARM

Dynamite is very useful to the farmer for the removal of stumps,
and boulders, and for subsoilmg, draining, and ditching.

The dynamite explosion Briefly, the explosion of dynamite is
the sudden conversion of a rather dense mixture of liquids and
solids into a much greater volume of gases This change to all ap-
pearances, is instantaneous yet the relatively rapid or slow transition
is a matter of practical importance, the speedier explosives being
adapted for one kind of work and the more gradual for another. The
quicker dynamites ordinarily have more power per unit weight than
the slower. The power of this explosive is graded according to its
"percent strength," compared with pure nitro-glycerin For example
'"20% strength" dynamite signifies that a given weight has approxi-
mately 20% of the power that the same weight of pure mtro-glycenn
has. The bulk of dynamites sold run from 20% to 65% strength,
the weaker powders being especially adapted to farm uses where a
heaving effect is desired,1 and the stronger being particularly useful
in blasting rock, where a shattering effect is wanted.

The explosion of dynamite depends upon percussion furnished by
a detonator, of which, for our purposes, there are two kinds-—the
blasting* cap, and the electric blasting cap.

Both of these detonators are capsules filled with substance whose
explosion depeti<fe on heat. The blasting cap is exploded by fire from
a fuse, wbich Is simply a core of powder wrapped by suitable water
tight itmlatiog material Ttw> electric blastog cap depends upon the

of * irery fine pMNintm wtrfe by aa electric current which is
what i$
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This latter is merely a small dynamo mounted in a convenient
weatherproof case, and operated by the plunging or twisting of a handle
Any manufacturer or dealer in explosives can supply these machines at
a reasonable cost, and with ordinary care, they will last a long time.

If considerable dynamiting is to be done it is often advisable to
equip with an electric blasting machine, for this enables one to explode
several charges simultaneously, \\hich is of especial advantage in
blasting large stumps. Electric blasting is also the safer method in
many instances Where blasting caps and fuse will ans\\er the pur-
pose" it is advisable to use them, because of greater economy.

Few tools are necessary in dynamiting and most of these are pres-
ent on any well equipped farm. A soil auger and crowbar are needed
\\ hen shots are to be placed in soil Where hard material is encoun-
tered that these tools will not readily enter, a 5-foot bar of tool steel
pointed or flattened at the end, and a sleclge hammer, are useful A
few rock drills and hammers occasionally come in handy. In blasting
stumps a large wood auger with a 4 or ^-foot adjustable stem should
usually be provided In addition to these a cap crimper, shovel and
tamping btick just about complete the equipment. This latter should
al\\ a) s'be of wood and there is nothing better than an old broom handle.

Blasting stumps. A number of factors influence the efficiency
of dynamite in the blasting of stumps, and one of prime importance
is the nature of the stump itself. Not only does size have a direct
bearing but the nature and extent of the root system, the greenness,
the stage of decay, the amount of resinous material present, and the
species of tree, exert a material influence.

In placing the charge, one should be careful to get it as nearly
directly beneath the center of resistance as possible. This does not
necessarily mean under the true center of the stump, for if more or
larger roots are present on one side than on the other, it is evident
that the resistance offered on the side will be relatively greater, and the
shot should be located with that in mind. Where two large lateral
roots lie closely together, it is of advantage to put down the hole for the
charge between them.

Having determined the side on which to start the hole, it is put
down by means of the soil auger or crowbar, at an angle of not far
from 45 degrees from the horizontal. This hole should be as narrow
as convenient, ordinarily not more than two inches in diameter, if
some obstruction is encountered which prevents the proper placement
of the charge it is advisable to locate the shot in a new hole. If the tree
has a tap root which interferes with the desired location of the shot,
it is well to bore into this obstruction with the wood auger, ui>tll the
desired depth is reached'. Sometimes a little cavity is of advantage
at the end of the hole to be charged. This is well made by the use of a
small charge of dynamite, for example J| to J4 of at stick, wMch 15
iired in the same way except that ft is not tarnped as the main btest

Now* being ready for the explosive, the procedure is as follows:
Take a cap from the box by holding the hand OTer all but owe., amd
dropping this one from the inverted box into the other hand. There
& danger in removing a cap with, a knife cw wiL Gut a gkpa of
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Fig 2—Blasting of stumps having Reavy tap roots. A. Elcctnc blasting?. B. Fuse
Blasting, Note location of charges.

One of the ntost satisfactory wa}rs to light Is- as follows r Use
an ordinary double clipped "strike anywhere"1 match and insert tfie
head iffto the powder at the end of the fuse as soon as possible after
striking before the head Is burned out and the wooden part of the match
is aflame.

The soil has a large part to play in determining the grade of ex-
plosive to use and the effectiveness of the shot. Best results can be
looked for in a fine textured, heavy soil, as it offers greatest resistance
to the escape of the exploded gases in directions other than that to be
efesired. Also other things being equal, the root systems In a fine soil
afre not sa deep or so extensive.

Soil moisture is as Important as texture, as the wetter a soil, the
mofe resistance It offers.

Nothing has been said thus far about the size of charge to use.
Indeed, very little can be said, for this depends on so many conditions
that half the amount required in one place might be sufficient In another.
As a working basis It Is well to commence with about one stick for
every two Inches diameter of the stump at the ground level. Thus,
start in with 4 sticks on an eight-Inch stump. Begin with a small
*tump and notice carefully whether the charge is too light or too
ffeavy. After shooting a stump or two, use your own judgment.

The proper depth to place a charge Is another variable factor, and
the judgment of the operator must be relied upon solely. If placed
too high the stump will be shattered merely and the roots left Intact.
If too low, there will be a crater of earth blown out leaving the stump
suspended and roots Intact, which Is perhaps a worse condition than
before the charge was exploded. As a working basis, until the operator
has formed an opinion of his own we advise placing the shot at a depth
of a couple of inches less than the diameter of the stump* The lighter
the soil, the deeper the charge should be .placed and vice Tersa.

The kind of explosives to use depends on both tibe nature of the
soil and the nature of the roots. The heavier and finer the soil, and
the less the tendency to send down a loiag and large tap TO&tf tte
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lower the percent strength of d\namite should be used. With a cla\
soil and stumps having no marked tendency to send clown a tap root,
it is generally desirable to use 20% strength explosive, and under
more extreme conditions, possibly a 15% strength powder might be
employed. With a sandy soil and deep heavy tap roots, our experience
has led us to favor a AQ% strength dynamite, and under some condi-
tions as high as S0% strength. This, also, is a matter which must be
left to the judgment of the operator. Host explosives known to the
trade as "Stumping Powders1' are about 20% strength, but our ex-
perience favors the use of these only in a fine soil, as a quicker and
stronger d\ namite is more satisfactory in coarser and sandier ground.
In blovMiig very large stumps we are led to favor the firing simul-
taneously of 3 or 4 charges, located at different places under the stump,
with an electric blasting machine. Electric blasting caps are used in
priming the cartridge virtually the same as blasting caps, except in
the method of making secure. A hole is made in the center of the end
of a stick of dynamite, in a slanting direction in such a way as to come
out at the side a couple of inches from the end. Double the wires, and
insert through the hole, looping around the stick as shown in the ac-
companying illustration. Then punch a hole in the end beside the first
only straight into the stick, and insert the cap. Tighten up the wires,
and the cap is held firmly in place. The ends of the wires are connected
up in circuit with the blasting machine as shown in the diagram.

Under many conditions, operators find it of advantage to merely
split up the stump in a number of pieces and loosen the roots rather
than to attempt complete removal. When this is done, they plan to
break it up enough that each piece, with its accompanying root, can be
readily taken out with a team of horses.

Fig 3—Method of making secure m electric blasting cap,

Of the advantages in using dynamite for stump removal, two stand
out pre-eminently—the small cost of equipment necessary, and the
adaptability of the process to the labor available. Stump pulling- ma-
chines, whether hand or horse power, and more especially if of steam
power, are rather expensive. To make an investment in one a business
like matter, one should keep it from lying idle. It^ often happens that
one wants to clear small amounts of land at odd times, and dynamite
is especially adapted here, Almost any mechanical device which is
efficient requires the use of more than one man and frequently from one
to several horsey Thi$ under the stress of labor or financial shortage
is often a difficult situation. The dynamite method does not necessarily
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require more than one man, but the labor of a number of men can be
adapted to the process if desired. Oftentimes, in extensive operation^,
the dynamite process has proved the most economical A third important
advantage is the removal of dirt from the roots, and the splitting up
of the stump, which facilitates handling and burning if this is desired

Of the disadvantages, we must mention three also: The physical
inconveniences, the element of danger, and trouble from freezing, etc.
Many people are the victims of severe headaches occasioned by the
handling of dynamite. These headaches are caused both by inhaling
the burned gasses and by handling the explosive. They can often be
guarded against by handling the dynamite with cloth gloves, which
are thrown away as soon as they become saturated, and by keeping
to the windward after a charge has been exploded. The element of
danger is negligible if proper care is used. As long as a man is afraid
of dynamite, he is quite safe, but "familiarity breeds contempt" and
most people who have handled much of the explosive must plead
quilty to carelessness. The freezing points of the various grades of
dvnamite are by no means constant and vary with conditions. How-
ever, ordinary "high freezing" explosives give us a good deal of trouble
\\ hen used in"the winter. Frozen dynamite is both dangerous to handle,
and not to be relied on. The thawing process is also dangerous if not
carried out properly, and is, at least, a troublesome matter. When work
is to be done in winter a "low freezing mixture1' should be used.

Subsoilhig In many cases farmers have land with an excellent
surface soil, whose returns are materially reduced by the presence of a
relatively impervious stratum of subsoil within the root zone. This
stratum of hardpan may interfere with the proper development of
roots, the storage of moisture, and the upward or capillary rise of water
as needed for plant development. This tight condition sometimes is
responsible for excessive erosion due to surface run off and indeed, is
a serious problem. Occasionally the trouble is caused by the plow sole,
or the stratum which eventually forms in fairly fine soils, just under-
neath the depth of plowing. The use of the subsoiler is frequently
the best solution, but when the stratum lies too deep for the subsoiler
there is perhaps no key to the situation save the use of high explosives.

A slow, weak powder, usually 20% strength is used. The cart-
ridges are loaded in the same manner as for stump blasting. A hole is
put down to a depth of from 2 to 3*4 feet with the soil auger or crow-
bar ; the charge, from J^ to 1 stick, is inserted, covered for a few inches
with dry dirt, and tamped lightly; the rest of the hole filled with wet
soil, preferably clay, tamped firmly; and the shot fired as in stump
blasting.

The depth of the charge depends on the nature of the impervious
stratum. If it lies close to the surface, and is in itself only a few
inches to 2 feet thick the blast should be fired a few inches from the
bottom of the stratum. If the surface soil is shallow and underlaid
with a very thick impervious stratum, it is usually best to put the bias*
down about 2^ tof 3 feet. The judgment of the operator must decide
this point, It may be said, however, that it is very rarely advisable
to put the charge more than three feet deep, or much less than 2)4
feet deep.
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The size of the cartridge depends upon the distance between shots
the depth of the charge and the nature of the soil It should be heavy
enough to shatter the hard stratum materially, and should not be heavy
enough to leave a pot hole at the location of the blast. Again, the
judgment of the operator must be brought into play, but as a working
basis we advise from 1-2 to 2-3 of a stick of dynamite for each charge.

The distance between shots depends upon many factors, such as
the character of the impervious stratum, the depth to which the charge
shall be placed, the moisture condition of the soil, etc. Ordinarily they
will be from 10 to 15 feet apart.

Two things are worthy of special emphasis in discussion of subsoil-
ing: First, this work should be done when the soil is as dry as possible.
Otherwise instead of shattering the hardpan, a pot hole will be formed
with the surrounding soil more impervious than ever. Second, deep-
rooted crops should be grown the first season after subsoiling. Filling
up the cracks, formed by the blast, with decaying roots will go far
toward preventing re-cementing of the impervious material and will
greatly aid in prolonging the beneficial effects of the operation.

Planting and renovating trees: The beneficial effects of dynamite
in planting and renovating trees, are the same as in subsoiling. Both
operations should be clone with small charges of a low percent strength
powcLr, and at a tune when the soil is at its driest.

Fig 4—Diagiam showing placement of chaiges in lenovating old trees. Bird's eye view.

In dynamiting to plant trees it is not advisable to put in a charge
heavy enough to make a cavity. The soil and subsoil should merely be
shattered and the hole for the tree excavated with a shovel. A hole
is put clown with a crowbar to a depth of about 2 feet, the exact depth
depending on several characteristics enumerated under subsoiling. A
cartridge from l/> to 1 stick of about 20% strength dynamite is loaded
in this hole, tamped, and exploded in the usual way. This often leaves
a small pot hole at the site of the blast, which should be filled with a
shovel before the trees are set out. It is often well to shoot ground in
the fall where trees are to be planted in the spring following.

Old orchards are often improved by renovating with dynamite as
this method aerates the soil* and causes better water penetration and
drainage. This work must be done when the soil is dry and on the
same principle as subsoiling. From one-fourth to two-thirds of a stick
of 20% strength powder is located in a place slightly outside of di-
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rectly beneath the outer branches; and among old and large trees, 3 or
4 such shots are placed around each one. The depth of the charge
should be the same as in subsoiling. Since the explosions will destroy
some feeding roots, it is often advisable to shoot on only two sides of
a tree in one season, and complete the job the next year. It is also well
to prune the tops before their next period of growth so that the roots
may have an opportunity for readjustment.

Care in handling dynamite: Having briefly surveyed part of the
present field of usefulness of dynamite on the farm, and given sugges-
tions for the same, a few points should be mentioned about care in
handling dynamite, and the hints given should be carefully observed
in order to avoid accidents.

1 Dynamite is not particularly dangerous if handled with care.
Improperly handled it is very dangerous.

2. Caps, electric or otherwise, are more dangerous than dynamite
Keep them away from children Never pick them out of a box with a
metal instrument. Never crimp with anything but a cap crimper.
Don't subject them to jars or heat.

3. Don't haul dynamite and caps together
4. Frozen or too warm dynamite is apt to be very sensitive. Keep

the explosive cool in hot weather by placing in the shade. In cold
weather if it becomes frozen, thaw by means of a special thawing
kettle, which can be supplied by any powder manufacturing company,
or thaw with heating manure, according to plans which will be fur-
nished by Experiment Stations or dynamite houses. In no case should
you thaw around an open flame.

5. Never go back to a misfire until several hours have elapsed.
The powder core of the fuse may be broken and still be smouldering.

6. In determining the size charge to use for shooting stumps or
boulders, start with a small stump or boulder, and use a slightly smaller
charge than you think necessary.

7. Don't use too weak caps. A No. 6 or stronger cap should be
used for all ordinary farm dynamiting.

8. Don't tamp dynamite with a metal rod. Use a wooden tamping
stick. In tamping do not jar the dynamite, but place the stick against
the powder gently, and press firmly.

9. Fix the cap in the primer firmly, in fact, take every precaution
against a misfire.

10. Don't expect the best results from 60% strength powder, when
20% strength should be used, though often, when it is impractical to
secure the kind of powder you want, some other strength will do quite
well

H. C. HCARD,
, , ^ Assistant Agronomist,


